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qTone is a dual-channel voltage quantizer that creates 
musical notes from any type of control voltages, such as 

those from LFOs, sequencers, random sources, etc.

Scales and parameters values are shown with this 
group of LEDS. The scale bank contains 16 Scales. 
Each Scale can be edited on the SCALE EDIT page.

MAIN OPERATIONS

CV MENU

ARP MODE

Active channels are selected with these two buttons. 
By pressing both buttons simultaneously, qTone will 

have a shared Scale for both channels (both LEDs will 
light up)*. By default, each channel has its own Scale 

independently.



A second press of the active channel button will enter 
SCALE EDIT page. On this page, you can edit your scale 

by pressing and rotating the encoder. A long press of 
the encoder in this mode will clear the scale to the 

current note

Use encoder for editing.

When a wire is inserted into the TRIG input, 
qTone will wait for triggers and then sample 

incoming voltage when a trigger is received. 
This can help to quantize voltages 'in beat'.

The input accepts unipolar and bipolar CV 
signals ranging from -5V to +5V. Connect 

your LFO or any other source here."

CV input 1, accepts -5 +5 v.

CV input 2, accepts -5 +5 v.

Channel 1 Channel 2

Press this button to enter the CV menu, where you can 
route CV inputs to any of the 4 parameters. You will see 
the CV1 LED light up, indicating that you are now setting 
routing for the CV1 input. A second press will select 
routing for the CV2 input. Finally, a third press will exit 
the CV menu. Details about the CV menu are provided 
below.

The LED matrix displays the amount of attenuation for 
the dedicated CV input.

These LEDs will show a destination for CV input. Rotate 
the encoder to change it. Press and then rotate to 

attenuate

In ARP mode you can generate Arpeggios according to the current scale

In any mode: press both TRACK BUTTONS 
to apply one scale to both tracks.

The first track button pressed in this 
combo will copy its scales to the opposite 
channel.

To exit a “shared scale mode”, press both 
buttons again. 


In any mode: double press track button to 
instantly get to the Scale page. If you are 
already on the Scale page, this action will 
leads you to the ARP page.


In scale/scale edit mode:: press and 
hold TRACK BUTTON and then press 
ENCODER to copy current Scale. Rotate 
ENCODER to select desired slot where 
scale will be copied to.


In scale/scale edit mode:: press and 
hold TRACK BUTTON and then rotate 
ENCODER to transpose Scale. This 
transposing is independent from 
TRANSPOSE parameter.


Essential buttons combos

Shared Scale

Quick jump to Scale/Arp page

Technical details:

Copy/Paste Scale Transpose Scale

The arpeggio will advance with every new trigger received in 
corresponding Trigger input. Rotate an encoder to change ARP type.

 UP



DOWN



PENDULUM



RANDOM



OFF

The left group of red leds

shows arpeggio type:


 

The right group of white leds

shows arpeggio range in 
octaves

 

Select a destination track with these buttons. You can 
also send modulation CV to both tracks 
simultaneously by pressing both buttons.

consumption: +12v: 50 mA. -12v: 20 mA. 

output range: -5v +5v

input range: -5v +5v


Toggle between two CV inputs; a third press will exit the 
CV menu.

This is a menu with 4 selectable parameters pages 
and an ARP mode page. Press the encoder and then 
rotate it to select the desired parameter. Press it again 
and rotate to set the selected parameter's value.

ARP: The last parameter with all 4 leds lighted up 
is an Arpeggio mode. Read in details about it 
below.

SCALE: Select the current scale


GLIDE: Set the portamento between 
quantized notes

OFFSET: This parameter shifts input voltage up or 
down, applying transpose before quantize

TRANSPOSE: Use this parameter to 
transpose your scale up or down by 
semitones.

manual 1.0manual 1.0

These jacks outputs quantized

 bi-polar voltages. Send them to the 

V/Oct on your oscillator.


